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RE: Body Worn Cameras and Squad Camera Systems-RFB23-010-23 

 

Questions and Answers 

 

1. Does "ability for multiple camera mounting options for the in-car video system" mean that the body worn 
camera has to have multiple mounting options in the car to be used as the in-car system? 

The body camera will not be “mounted” in the car.  Several in car cameras to obtain forward facing video and                  

back seat video. 

 

 

2. Does the County want separate hardware for body worn cameras and in-car cameras, or are you looking to 
use the body cameras as in-car cameras 

Separate in car cameras and body camera  

 

 

3. Or should these items be separated out to say ability to transfer camera between multiple locations on the 
body, and then a separate specification for multiple mounting options for in-car cameras? 

Body camera should be able to move to separate locations on the body  

 

 

4. We assume this requirement for CJIS compliant storage is referring to a cloud solution. Can the County please 
confirm? 

Cloud storage or onsite server(s) 

 
 

5.    Is the County requiring a five (5) year warranty, or the vendor's minimum warranty which is typically one (1) 
year? 

5 year warranty, if you do not offer please add an amendment under the warrant information included option on page 

11 

 

        6.       Can the County update Attachment B Price Bid with the warranty term requirement? 

Are you asking for page 11 to be altered?  

 

 

        7.        How many basic access user licenses does the County need? 

50 

 

       8.         How many system administrator licenses does the County need? 

5 
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9.           If the County would like vendors to include these services as part of our bid, please provide an c           

updated Attachment B Price Bid with line items for user software licenses. 

Price should include software license under the “system” cost. 

 

          10.             There is not a space to account for storage costs on Attachment B Price Bid. Will the County update 

Attachment B to include a line item for these costs? 

Storage costs should also be included  

 

             11.           What is the existing software being referenced here? What capabilities is the County requiring? 

Computers, IS infrastructure utilized to view and disseminate videos 

 

 

 

 


